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EXPLANATION – Matter in italics is new; matter in brackets [omitted material] is material to be omitted. 

 

AUTHORITY: §§1, 3, 7, 12 and 15, NRS 284.155; §2, NRS 284.155, 284.335 and 284.380; §4, 
NRS 284.155, 284.175 and 284.345; §5, NRS 284.155 and 284.325; §6, NRS 
284.155, 284.335 and 284.340; §§8, and 14, 284.155 and 284.175; §9, NRS 
284.155 and 284.350; §10, NRS 284.155 and 284.345; §11, NRS 284.155 and 
284.355; §13, NRS 284.155, 284.345 and 284.380. 

 

 Section 1.  Chapter 284 of NAC is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set 

forth as sections 2 and 3 of this regulation. 

 Sec. 2.  1.  For the purposes of calculating an employee’s seniority for NAC 284.614, 

284.618 and 284.630: 

 (a) The total number of years of continuous full-time equivalent service up to the effective 

date of the layoff must be included. 

 (b) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the sum of the calculation made pursuant 

to paragraph (a) must be reduced by the following periods if those periods occurred during the 

3 years immediately preceding the effective date of the layoff: 

  (1) For a nonexempt employee, any combination of leave without pay and catastrophic 

leave in excess of 240 hours in a year; 

  (2) For an exempt classified employee, any combination of leave without pay and 

catastrophic leave in excess of 30 working days in a year; 
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  (3) Leave of absence without pay during a fiscal emergency of the State pursuant to 

NAC 284.580;  

  (4) Leave of absence without pay for a work-related injury or illness pursuant to NRS 

281.390;  

  (5) A military leave of absence pursuant to NRS 284.359; and 

  (6) Any time covered by a report on performance which rated the employee below 

standard except that no report on performance may be considered for the time covered within 

75 calendar days before the notification of layoff was issued.  

 2.  For the purposes of the reduction in the calculation of seniority required by 

subparagraphs (1) and (2) of paragraph (b) of subsection 1, an employee whose base hours 

are more than 80 hours biweekly must be allotted additional leave without pay and 

catastrophic leave in proportion to the base hours for his pay class designation. 

 3.  Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, if seniority is otherwise equal, seniority 

must be determined in the following order: 

 (a) Total time within the occupational group; 

 (b) Total time within the department; and 

 (c) By lot. 

 4.  For the purposes of reemployment, if seniority is otherwise equal, seniority must be 

determined by lot. 

 Sec. 3.  1.  Within 6 months after an employee is initially appointed to state service, the 

employee shall attend a certified class concerning the prevention of sexual harassment. 
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 2.  At least once every 2 years after his initial appointment to state service, an employee 

shall attend a certified refresher class or training concerning the prevention of sexual 

harassment. 

 3.  An appointing authority may require an employee to retake any part or all of the 

classes or training required by subsection 1 and 2, or to participate in any additional classes or 

training deemed necessary by the appointing authority. 

 4.  The appointing authority shall retain the proof of completion by an employee of a class 

or training required by this section. 

 5.  The Department of Personnel will certify the classes and training concerning the 

prevention of sexual harassment required by this section. 

 Sec. 4.  NAC 284.255 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 284.255  1.  For the purpose of this section, “holiday pay” means payment for a holiday at a 

nonexempt employee’s normal rate of pay plus the differential rate of pay for the shift, when 

applicable, or compensatory time at a straight-time rate. 

 2.  Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (c) of subsection 3 and subsections 5 and 7, a 

full-time nonexempt employee whose base hours are 40 hours per week or 80 hours biweekly is 

entitled to receive 8 hours of holiday pay for any holiday that he is in paid status during any 

portion of his shift immediately preceding the holiday. 

 3.  Except as otherwise provided in subsections 5 and 7: 

 (a) A full-time nonexempt employee whose base hours exceed 40 hours per week or 80 hours 

biweekly and who is in paid status during any portion of his shift immediately preceding a 

holiday is entitled to receive holiday pay equal to the pay he receives for his average workday. 

For the purposes of this paragraph: 
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  (1) The average workday of a nonexempt employee is determined by dividing the total 

base hours of work per year by 2,088 and multiplying the quotient by 8. 

  (2) A fireman assigned to a 24-hour shift shall be deemed to work 56 hours per week and 

2,912 hours per year. 

 (b) A part-time nonexempt employee is entitled to receive holiday pay [for any portion of 

that holiday] when he is in paid status during any portion of his shift immediately preceding the 

holiday if a holiday occurs on a normally scheduled workday [. If] of the employee. Except as 

otherwise provided in this paragraph, if such an employee is not required to work his normally 

scheduled workday on the holiday, the amount of holiday pay must equal the amount that he 

would have been paid if there had not been a holiday [.] , but may not exceed the equivalent of 

his pay for eight hours of work. 

 (c) A: 

  (1) Full-time nonexempt employee with an innovative workweek agreement may earn 

additional holiday pay on an hour-for-hour basis for any hours he works in excess of the holiday 

pay provided in paragraph (a) and in subsection 2, not to exceed the number of hours in his 

established workday as set forth in his innovative workweek agreement. 

  (2) Part-time nonexempt employee may earn additional holiday pay on an hour-for-hour 

basis for any hours he works on a holiday, not to exceed [8 hours.] the number of hours in his 

established workday. 

 4.  If a holiday occurs on the regularly scheduled workday of a nonexempt employee and his 

normal schedule of work is more than 8 hours, he must be in paid status or be placed on leave 

without pay for any difference between his holiday pay and his normal work schedule. An 
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appointing authority may adjust the work schedule of such an employee for the week during 

which the holiday occurs in lieu of placing the employee on paid leave or leave without pay. 

 5.  A nonexempt employee who is scheduled to work on a holiday, who does not work on 

that holiday and who fails to report his absence to his supervisor or a designated representative as 

required by NAC 284.590 is not eligible to receive holiday pay. 

 6.  A nonexempt employee whose employment begins on a holiday is eligible to receive 

holiday pay pursuant to subsections 2 and 3, if he is in paid status during his scheduled shift. 

 7.  A nonexempt employee whose employment is terminated: 

 (a) The day immediately preceding a holiday is not entitled to receive holiday pay for that 

holiday. 

 (b) [On] Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (c) of subsection 3, on a holiday on 

which he is working must be paid holiday pay for the actual hours he works on the holiday. If a 

nonexempt employee gives notice that he is terminating his employment on a holiday and he is 

not scheduled to work on the holiday, the last day on which he works or is in paid status is his 

date of termination. 

 8.  The agency that lists a nonexempt employee as an “employee of record” on a holiday is 

responsible for the payment of holiday pay for that holiday to that employee. For the purposes of 

this subsection, an “employee of record” is a person employed by the state agency that is 

required to claim the person as an employee of the agency. 

 9.  The salary of an exempt classified or exempt unclassified employee is not affected by a 

holiday. 

 Sec. 5.  NAC 284.414 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
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 284.414  1.  A temporary appointment must not exceed 6 months in any 12-month period 

unless the appointment is authorized [as a] : 

 (a) As a replacement for an employee who is [receiving] :  

  (1) Receiving benefits for temporary total disability pursuant to chapters 616A to 616D, 

inclusive, or 617 of NRS [.] ; or 

  (2) On a leave of absence for active military service pursuant to NRS 281.145. 

 (b) To allow an employee to perform duties below the journey level while he is studying or 

training for advancement to an entry level professional class. 

The appointing authority shall indicate the probable duration of employment on its request for 

certification. Upon receipt of this request, the Department of Personnel will certify the names of 

eligible persons from the appropriate eligible list who have noted that they will accept 

employment for the duration of the employment indicated. 

 2.  Service under a temporary appointment immediately preceding appointment to a 

permanent position must be credited towards annual leave and merit pay increases. Sick leave 

may be earned for each month of service pursuant to NRS 284.355. 

 3.  A special temporary appointment to a position within the University and Community 

College System of Nevada may not be used to fill regularly budgeted positions. Such 

appointments may be made without regard to the rules on certification or appointment and may 

be made on forms and under procedures prescribed by the University and Community College 

System of Nevada and approved by the Department [.] of Personnel. Time served under a 

special temporary appointment pursuant to this subsection may be credited towards annual leave, 

sick leave or merit pay increases if the temporary appointment is immediately followed by a 

probationary or a permanent appointment. 
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 Sec. 6.  NAC 284.470 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 284.470  1.  A person shall not complete a report on performance unless he has completed 

the training provided or approved by the Director concerning the preparation of a report on 

performance. 

 2.  A report on performance must be prepared on the form prescribed by the Department of 

Personnel. 

 3.  A report on performance must be filed at the times prescribed by NRS 284.340, but may 

be filed more frequently at the discretion of the supervisor of the employee. 

 4.  When a report on performance is given which reports the overall rating of performance of 

an employee as substandard [, it] : 

 (a) The report must contain a written notice that such reports affect both merit pay increases 

and the employee’s eligibility for longevity pay. [More frequent reports may be made in the 

supervisor’s discretion. 

 4.] ; and 

 (b) An additional report on the performance of the employee must, in accordance with 

subsection 4 of NRS 284.340, be filed at least once every 90 days after the initial report that 

includes the substandard rating until the performance of the employee improves to standard or 

disciplinary action is taken against the employee. 

 5.  Except as otherwise provided in subsection [5,] 6, the preparation of each report on 

performance must include a discussion between the employee and his immediate supervisor. 

Within 10 working days after the discussion takes place: 
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 (a) [If the employee agrees with the report on performance, he] The employee must complete 

and sign the appropriate section on the report on performance and return the report to his 

supervisor for forwarding to the reviewing officer or appointing authority . [; or] 

 (b) If the employee disagrees with the report on performance and requests a review, he must 

respond to the report in writing , [and] identify the specific points of disagreement, if such 

specificity is provided [.] , and return the response to his supervisor. The reviewing officer shall 

respond to the employee in writing within 10 working days after the supervisor [or other person 

designated by the agency to receive such requests] receives the request. 

 [5.] 6.  If an employee is unavailable for a discussion of the report on performance pursuant 

to subsection [4] 5 because of an extended absence, the immediate supervisor of the employee 

shall cause the report to be mailed to the employee. [If the employee agrees with the report on 

performance, he] Within 10 working days after the date on which the employee receives the 

report: 

 (a) The employee must complete and sign the appropriate section on the report on 

performance and mail the report to his supervisor for forwarding to the appointing authority 

[within 10 working days after the date on which the employee received the report.] or reviewing 

officer. 

 (b) If the employee disagrees with the report on performance and requests a review, he must 

respond to the report in writing , [and] identify any specific point of disagreement, if the report 

provides such specificity [. The employee must] , and mail his response to his supervisor . 

[within 10 working days after the date on which the employee received the report.] The 

reviewing officer shall respond to the employee in writing within 10 working days after the 

supervisor [or other person designated by the agency to receive such a request] receives the 
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request for review from the employee. For the purposes of this [subsection,] paragraph, a report 

on performance or request for review is deemed to have been received on the third day after the 

date on which the report or request is postmarked. 

 [6.] 7.  A copy of each report on performance must be provided to the employee and filed 

with the Department of Personnel. If any written comments are added to a report on 

performance after a copy of the report has been provided to the employee pursuant to this 

subsection, a copy of the revised report which includes the written comments must be provided 

to the employee. 

 [7.] 8.  An employee and his appointing authority may agree in writing to extend one or 

more of the periods prescribed in subsection [4 or 5.] 5 or 6.  

 [8.] 9.  If a reviewing officer fails to respond to a request for review from an employee 

within the time required by this section, the employee may institute the procedure for the 

adjustment of a grievance pursuant to NAC 284.658 to 284.695, inclusive. 

 Sec. 7.  NAC 284.52315 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 284.52315  “Child” means a person who is: 

 1.  A biological, adopted or foster child, a stepchild, a legal ward or the child of a person 

with the daily responsibility of caring for and financially supporting that child; and 

 2.  Except as otherwise provided in NAC 284.5235 [,]  and 284.562, under 18 years of age 

or is 18 years of age or older and incapable of caring for himself because of a mental or physical 

disability. 

 Sec. 8.  NAC 284.525 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 284.525  [By mutual agreement,] Except with respect to a leave of absence without pay 

during a fiscal emergency of the State pursuant to NAC 284.580, an appointing authority and 
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an employee may reduce the employee’s working hours to less than full time [.] by mutual 

agreement. 

 Sec. 9.  NAC 284.5405 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 284.5405  1.  Except as otherwise provided in this section, any employee who returns to 

state service following a separation is eligible to accrue annual leave based on his total service 

with the State after he has completed 3 years of continuous service. The employee must requalify 

after each break in service. 

 2.  An employee who is rehired within 1 year after being laid off accrues annual leave at a 

rate based on his total state service. He may use his annual leave immediately upon accruing it if 

he has completed 6 months of employment. 

 3.  An employee with a permanent disability arising from a disability related to work who is 

reemployed following a separation from state service within 1 year after the date on which he 

sustained the permanent disability as determined pursuant to NAC 284.6013 accrues annual 

leave at a rate based on his total state service. He may use his annual leave immediately upon 

accruing it if he has completed 6 months of employment. 

 4.  An employee who is rehired within 1 year after being laid off is entitled to buy back the 

balance of the annual leave for which he received payment in a lump sum on the date of the 

layoff. The rate of pay at which he is rehired applies to the buying back of annual leave. 

 5.  An employee with a permanent disability arising from a disability related to work who is 

reemployed following a separation from state service within 1 year after the date on which he 

sustained the permanent disability as determined pursuant to NAC 284.6013 is entitled to buy 

back the balance of the annual leave for which he received payment in a lump sum at the time of 

separation. The rate of pay at which he is reemployed applies to the buying back of annual leave. 
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 6.  If an employee who was laid off before completing 6 months of employment is rehired 

within 1 year of his layoff, the amount of the unpaid annual leave he had earned before the layoff 

must be restored to him. 

 7.  If a person eligible for military reemployment is reemployed, he accrues annual leave at 

the rate which he would have earned if he had not left state service. 

 8.  If an employee is appointed without a break in service from a position under one 

appointing authority to a position under another appointing authority, the balance of his annual 

leave is charged to the agency to which he is appointed. 

 9.  If a nonclassified employee, an unclassified employee of the University and Community 

College System of Nevada, or an employee included in the State Personnel System pursuant to 

NRS 284.022 is appointed without a break in service to the classified or unclassified service, [the 

annual leave which he has accrued is transferable. This] his annual leave must be recomputed to 

reflect the amount that would have accrued to him as a classified or unclassified employee less 

any annual leave which he used during his nonclassified, University, or governmental agency 

employment and the remaining balance will be transferred to the new appointment. The 

amount of annual leave transferred by the employee pursuant to this subsection may not 

exceed [the amount remaining to the employee’s credit and is subject to] the maximum amount 

which is permitted by the classified or unclassified rate of accrual [.] as set forth in NRS 

284.350 and NAC 284.538. The agency to which the employee is appointed is not responsible 

for payment of any annual leave in excess of the amount which is transferable. It is the 

[transferring employee’s] responsibility of the employee who is transferring annual leave to 

seek payment of any excess amount of annual leave remaining to his credit from his former 

employer. 
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 Sec. 10.  NAC 284.580 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 284.580  1.  [Except as otherwise provided in subsection 5, upon the request of an 

employee,] Upon the request of an appointing authority , the Department of Administration 

may [grant] authorize the appointing authority to require an employee to take a leave of 

absence without pay for a fiscal emergency of the State during any period for which the 

Governor has declared that the State will experience a shortfall in revenue or for any other reason 

is in a state of fiscal emergency. 

 2.  The appointing authority shall reduce the pay of an employee [to whom] who is required 

to take a leave of absence [is granted] pursuant to subsection 1 by an amount equal to the pay 

that the employee would otherwise receive for the hours for which the leave is [approved.] 

required.  

 3.  The hours for which payment is withheld pursuant to subsection 2: 

 (a) Must be treated as hours in paid status for the purposes of NAC 284.182, 284.255, 

284.282, 284.448, 284.538, 284.5385, 284.544 and 284.614. 

 (b) Must not be considered as time worked in calculating overtime. 

 4.  After notifying the employee in writing and allowing a reasonable period for the 

employee to return to work, an appointing authority: 

 (a) Shall revoke [any leave approved] the leave required pursuant to subsection 1 upon a 

declaration by the Governor that the fiscal emergency no longer exists. 

 (b) May revoke [any leave approved] the leave required pursuant to subsection 1 for any 

other bona fide reason. 

 [5.  An appointing authority shall not approve leave pursuant to subsection 1 that consists of 

any partial working days for an exempt classified employee or exempt unclassified employee. 
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 6.  As used in subsection 5, “partial working day” means any portion of a day that is less 

than the full regular working day of the employee to whom this subsection is being applied.] 

 Sec. 11.  NAC 284.5811 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 284.5811  1.  The entitlement for family and medical leave for an eligible employee is 

limited to a total of 12 weeks during a rolling 12-month period. 

 2.  To calculate [the hours of service needed for eligibility under] eligibility for leave 

pursuant to the Family and Medical Leave Act, each hour that an employee is in paid [leave] 

status in the 12-month period immediately preceding the leave must be considered as time 

worked. 

 3.  Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, an employee who meets the requirements 

for eligibility for leave pursuant to the Family and Medical Leave Act must exhaust his 

accrued sick leave, accrued annual leave, catastrophic leave and holiday pay before he may 

use leave of absence without pay for leave granted pursuant to the Family and Medical Leave 

Act. Such accrued sick leave, accrued annual leave, catastrophic leave and holiday pay runs 

concurrently with the leave granted pursuant to the Family and Medical Leave Act if the 

employee is otherwise eligible for that sick leave, annual leave, catastrophic leave or holiday 

pay. 

 4.  If an employee is absent from work as the result of a work-related injury or illness and 

he meets the requirements for eligibility for leave pursuant to the Family and Medical Leave 

Act: 

 (a) Any amount of time that the employee is absent from work during that period will be 

designated as leave pursuant to the Family and Medical Leave Act; and 
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 (b) The employee may elect to use paid leave for the portion of time that he is not being 

compensated for the work-related injury or illness. 

 5.  Any leave granted pursuant to this section must be supported by medical 

documentation and approved by the appointing authority. 

 6.  As used in this section, a “rolling 12-month period” means the 12-month period as 

measured backward from the date an employee uses any family and medical leave. 

 Sec. 12.  NAC 284.612 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 284.612  For the purposes of NAC 284.612 to 284.630, inclusive: 

 1.  “Geographical location” means: 

 (a) Clark, Lincoln, Nye and Esmeralda counties; 

 (b) Carson City, Lyon, Churchill, Storey, Douglas, Mineral and Washoe counties; 

 (c) Pershing, Humboldt, Elko, Lander, Eureka and White Pine counties; or 

 (d) Any city located outside of this state. 

 2.  “Option” means a clearly identified subclassification mentioned in the class specification 

approved by the Commission. 

 [3.  “Seniority” is computed from the total time spent during currently continuous state 

service by doubling the time spent in the present occupational group as defined in NRS 284.171, 

and adding it to the time spent in all former occupational groups. If seniority is otherwise equal, 

a choice must be made in the following order: 

 (a) Based on total time within the occupational group; 

 (b) Based on total time within the department; and 

 (c) By lot. 

For reemployment, ties are broken by lot.] 
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 Sec. 13.  NAC 284.614 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 284.614  1.  Except as otherwise provided in NAC 284.438, if it becomes necessary for a 

classified employee to be laid off because of a shortage of work or money, the abolition of a 

position, or some other material change in duties or organization: 

 (a) The [administrator] director of the department shall determine in what geographical 

location, class series, class and option the reductions in staff will have the least detrimental effect 

on the operations of the department and shall specify layoffs accordingly. In the Department of 

Human Resources and the University and Community College System of Nevada, the 

administrator of a division, with the approval of the director of the department, shall determine in 

what geographical location, class series, class and option the reduction of staff will have the least 

detrimental effect on operations and shall specify the layoffs accordingly. 

 (b) Within the department, and within the geographical location, class series, class and option 

selected, all employees of the department who are not permanent must be [laid off] separated 

from service before any permanent employees in the following order: 

  (1) Emergency employees. 

  (2) Temporary employees. 

  (3) Provisional employees. 

  (4) Probationary employees. 

 (c) If additional reductions are necessary, permanent employees must be laid off on the basis 

of [performance and seniority. In computing seniority, the time covered by a report on 

performance which rated an employee “below standard” or “unacceptable” during the 4 years 

immediately preceding the notification of layoff must not be included, except that no report may 

be considered for the time covered within 75 calendar days before the notification of layoff was 
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issued. Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, the time covered by a report of 

substandard performance commences on the date on which the report was filed with the director 

and ends on the date recorded on the employee’s subsequent report on performance as the date 

on which his performance improved to standard or better. If the subsequent report on 

performance is not filed within the 90-day period required by subsection 4 of NRS 284.340, the 

employee’s performance shall be deemed standard effective on the date on which the subsequent 

report on performance was due.] seniority. 

 (d) In the department and within the geographical location, class series, class and option 

where layoffs are to take place, those employees with the least seniority must be laid off [.] , 

transferred as set forth in subsection 2 or voluntarily demoted as set forth in NAC 284.618. 

 (e) For the purposes of this subsection, an appointing authority may consider whether 

positions are full time or part time and limit layoffs to full-time or part-time employees. Similar 

considerations may be given to and limitations placed on positions requiring selective 

certification pursuant to NAC 284.378. 

 2.  [When determining seniority for order of layoff: 

 (a) Seniority must be projected and counted up to the established date of layoff. 

 (b) Seniority for part-time employment must be prorated to its full-time equivalent. 

 (c) If a classified employee enters unclassified service and subsequently reenters classified 

service, his previous and current classified service is counted. 

 (d) Except as otherwise provided in NAC 284.580, any combination of authorized leave 

without pay and catastrophic leave for more than 240 hours or, in the case of an exempt 

classified employee, 30 working days, in a year, calculated pursuant to subsection 5 of NAC 

284.182, is not counted. 
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 (e) When an employee was separated from service with this state for any of the reasons that 

do not result in a break in continuous service as provided in NAC 284.598, the time during the 

separation is not counted.] If a permanent employee must be laid off for one of the reasons set 

forth in subsection 1, the appointing authority of the employee shall notify the employee that 

the employee may choose to: 

 (a) Transfer within his department, class and option into the position of the employee in 

his department, class and option with the least seniority; 

 (b) Be voluntarily demoted as set forth in NAC 284.618; or  

 (c) Exercise his reemployment rights as set forth in NAC 284.630. 

 3.  Within 3 working days after an employee has been notified of his choices regarding 

layoff, transfer and voluntary demotion pursuant to subsection 2, the employee must designate 

in writing to the appointing authority the choice that the employee will exercise. 

 Sec. 14.  NAC 284.618 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 284.618  1.  In lieu of being laid off, a permanent employee may choose to be voluntarily 

demoted within the department and geographical location where employed to one of the next 

lower classes: 

 (a) Within his current class series and option and may displace an employee therein; or 

 (b) Within the class series and option from which he was appointed during current continuous 

service and may displace an employee therein but only if he cannot be demoted pursuant to 

paragraph (a). [If the class series from which he was employed was in a different occupational 

group, his seniority for the purposes of this paragraph only is based on the time he spent in the 

former occupational group as provided in subsection 3 of NAC 284.612. 
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The choice must be made in writing within 3 working days after notification of layoff.] For the 

purposes of this [section,] subsection, divisions of the Department of Human Resources and the 

University and Community College System of Nevada are considered departments. 

 2.  No employee in a higher class may displace an employee in a lower class who has more 

seniority. If an employee chooses to displace another, he must displace the member of the next 

lower class who has the least seniority. If that member has more seniority, the displacing 

employee must descend further in the class series. 

 3.  The employees displaced reestablish the layoff class. 

 4.  An employee may choose to displace another only if he meets the minimum 

qualifications for the class, option [,] and position from which the other will be displaced. For the 

purposes of this subsection, qualifications for a position may be different from those of the class 

and option only when selective certification is required pursuant to subsection 2 of NAC 

284.378. 

 5.  Full-time, part-time and seasonal employees must be treated separately and can only 

displace like employees. 

 6.  Displacement is always a downward movement, never a lateral movement. 

 7.  A current employee who elects to displace another employee has priority over former 

employees already on reemployment lists. 

 8.  The pay of the [displacing] employee who is taking a voluntary demotion cannot exceed 

the highest step for the [lower class.] class to which the employee is being demoted. If the 

current pay falls within the lower rate range, no reduction in pay may occur unless money is not 

available as certified by the Chief of the Budget Division of the Department of Administration 
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or, in the case of an agency which is not supported from the State General Fund, as certified by 

the administrator of that agency. 

 Sec. 15.    NAC 284.662 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 284.662  1.  An employee filing for a review of a grievance may be assisted or represented 

by any person of his choosing, if the person agrees to act in this capacity, at any step of the 

procedure except the initial informal discussion with his immediate supervisor. 

 2.  If the assistant is a state employee, he may only assist on his own time. 

 3.  An employee may not be discriminated against in recruitment, examination, appointment, 

training, promotion, retention, classification, or any other personnel action for informally seeking 

or formally filing a request to have his grievance reviewed, testifying on behalf of another 

employee, helping another employee prepare a grievance report, or acting as a representative of 

any employee requesting a review of a grievance. 

 4.  To assist in resolving an employee’s grievance, the resources and consultation available 

[to] from the Department of Personnel and the personnel offices of the agency must be made 

available to all parties. 


